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Product data sheet

Issue date:

Double Nick O-Key with lateral handle

Trolley with lateral handle, coloured frame and O-Key wringer, 2 blue/red 
buckets and ø 80 mm wheels with bumpers

 The component list refers to the product in the photo cod. 00036183

Technical information
code notes cm C L pcs kg m³

00036183 green frame, yellow wringer and handle  66   43   88 15 + 15 1 7,93 0,139
00036181 grey frame, wringer and lateral handle  66   43   88 15 + 15 1 7,93 0,139
00036188 green frame, yellow wringer and handle  73   45   93 25 + 25 1 8,72 0,175

Component list
cod. description qty
00003301 Lateral handle for Nick trolleys, grey 1 pc
00003400 O-Key bottomless flat wringer, grey 1 pc
000B3501 Bucket with handle, 15 L, blue 1 pc
000R3501 Bucket with handle, 15 L, red 1 pc
L030083 Double frame with wheels and bumpers, for 30 L Nick trolley, green 1 pc

SYSTEM Double cleaning trolley with professional flat wringer
Ideal for cleaning medium-large areas where it is necessary to rinse the mop
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G R E E N   B O X

Components made with certified recycled plastic PSV - Plastic Second Life

Efficient: suitable for removing wet, greasy or stubborn dirt in areas where rinsing 
is required, separates the cleaning solution from the rinsing water and is equipped 
with colour-coded buckets made from 50% recycled plastic

First CFP Systematic Approach certified in Italy: the system developed by 
TTS makes it possible to quantify greenhouse gas emissions for each stage of the 
product life cycle
Quantifying the Carbon Footprint of a product (CFP) enables an environmentally 
conscious and responsible choice

Eco-friendly: completely made of polypropylene, non-rusting, solid and entirely 
recyclable

Advantages
• Shock-resistant: one-piece frame entirely made of plastic, guarantees lightness and strength and increased 

lifespan
• Time-saving: with bottomless wringer rinsing and wringing take place with one single simple movement inside the 

wringer, saving time and effort
• Handy: lateral handle, ergonomic and easy-to-use
• Easy to assemble: without screws
• Customisable with basin to hold tools

Compatibility
Compatible with flaps, pockets system and mops

Material
Polypropylene

Features
Wringer complete with front anti-spurt panel
Wringer with handle holder to fix the handle during transport
80 mm wheels with bumpers (already assembled to the frame)
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Related products

Ecolabel mop wide central band Mop narrow central band

Wet System flat mop Microriccio Special socket mop with thin thread

Microfibre socket mop with screw

Product options

Double Nick Tec with lateral handle Double Nick Dry with lateral handle
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